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Abstract

Carrier phase measurements are extremely accurate but ambiguous. The reliabil-

ity of integer ambiguity resolution is improving with Galileo which uses a Binary

Offset Carrier (BOC) modulation, large signal bandwidths of up to 50 MHz and

additional carrier frequencies.

In this paper, a group of multi-frequency mixed code carrier linear combi-

nations is derived which preserves geometry, eliminates the ionospheric delay and

maximizes the ratio between wavelength and noise standard deviation of the

combination. Moreover, a partial integer decorrelation is suggested to improve

the robustness of ambiguity resolution over biases due to orbital errors, satellite

clock offsets, and multipath.

The proposed group of multi-frequency mixed code carrier linear combinations

is characterized by a wavelength of more than 3 m, which makes this group of

combinations an interesting candidate for both Wide Area Real Time Kinematics

(RTK) and Precise Point Positioning.

116.1 Introduction

Precise carrier phase positioning with Galileo and GPS

requires the resolution of integer ambiguities. The

reliability of ambiguity fixing can be improved by

multi-frequency mixed code carrier linear combina-

tions that eliminate the first order ionospheric delay,

suppress the E1 code multipath by at least one order of

magnitude, and maximize the ratio between wave-

length and standard deviation of the combined noise.

A new ionosphere-free linear combination of Galileo

E1, E5, E5a, E5b and E6 code and carrier phase

measurements is derived that is characterized by a

wavelength of 3.939 m and a noise level of a few

centimeters for a carrier to noise power ratio of

45 dB-Hz. This combination also suppresses the E1

code multipath by 18.0 dB.

The integer ambiguities of the optimized linear

combinations are fixed sequentially with bootstrapp-

ing (Blewitt 1989). An integer ambiguity transforma-

tion decorrelates the search space which improves the

search efficiency dramatically but might result also

in a substantial amplification of residual biases due

to orbital errors, satellite clock offsets, and multipath.

Therefore, a partial integer decorrelation is used

for bootstrapping to achieve the optimum trade-off

between variance reduction and bias amplification.
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It is shown that the probability of wrong fixing can be

reduced by up to 10 orders of magnitude compared to

a complete integer decorrelation for phase biases

of only 0.05 cycles. The partial integer decorrelation

also improves the poor performance of integer least

squares estimation techniques in the presence of

biases.

Sequential ambiguity resolution based on multi-

frequency mixed code carrier widelane combinations

and partial integer decorrelation are considered to

be an interesting candidate for both Precise Point

Positioning and Wide Area RTK. These combinations

increase the wavelength to several meters while the

noise level is still kept at a centimeter level by carrier

smoothing (Hatch 1982). The smoothing period can

also be included in the combination design.

116.2 Derivation of Multi-frequency
Code Carrier Linear Combinations

The carrier phase measurement on frequency m 2
f1; . . . ;Mg at user u ¼ {1, . . . , U} from satellite

k ¼ {1, . . . , K} is modeled as

lmf
k
u;m ¼ rku þ drku þ c ðdtu � dtkÞ

� q21mI
k
u þ Tk

u þ lmNk
u;m

þ bkfu;m
þ ekfu;m

; (116.1)

with the wavelength lm, the user-satellite range rku,

the projected orbital error drku, the user/satellite clock

errors {cdtu, cdt
k}, the ionospheric delay Iku on L1, the

ratio of frequencies qij ¼ fi/fj, the tropospheric delay

Tk
u , the integer ambiguity Nk

u;m, the phase bias b
k
fu;m

and

carrier phase noise ekfu;m
including multipath. A similar

model is used for the code measurements, i.e.,

rku;m ¼ rku þ drku þ c dtu � dtk
� �

þ Tk
u þ q21mI

k
u þ bkru;m þ ekru;m : (116.2)

A multi-frequency mixed code carrier linear com-

bination weights the phase measurements by am and

the code measurements by bm, i.e.,

lfk
u ¼

XM
m¼1

amlmf
k
u;m þ bmr

k
u;m

� �

¼
XM
m¼1

am þ bmð Þ rku þ drku þ Tk
u

� �

þ
XM
m¼1

am þ bmð Þ c dtu � dtk
� �

þ
XM
m¼1

amlmNk
u;m

�
XM
m¼1

am � bmð Þ q21m � Iku

þ
XM
m¼1

ambkfu;m
þ bmb

k
ru;m

� �

þ
XM
m¼1

amekfu;m
þ bme

k
ru;m

� �
: (116.3)

The linear combination preserves the range if

XM
m¼1

ðam þ bmÞ ¼ 1; (116.4)

which preserves also the orbital error, the tropospheric

delay and the clock offsets. A second constraint shall

eliminate the ionospheric delay (IF constraint), i.e.,

XM
m¼1

am � bmð Þq21m ¼ 0: (116.5)

Moreover, the superposition of ambiguities should

be an integer number of a common wavelength, i.e.,

XM
m¼1

amlmNm ¼ lN; (116.6)

which can be solved for N:

N ¼
XM
m¼1

amlm
l

Nm 2! Z; (116.7)

where Z denotes the set of integer numbers. Equation

(116.7) is fulfilled if
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jm ¼ amlm
l

2! Z 8m: (116.8)

Solving for am yields

am ¼ jml
lm

: (116.9)

The wavelength can be factorized into two com-

ponents, i.e.,

l ¼ ~l0 �wf; (116.10)

with

~l0 ¼ 1PM
m¼1

jm
lm

and wf ¼ 1�
XM
m¼1

bm: (116.11)

The M + 2 constraints of (116.4), (116.5) and

(116.8) leave M – 2 degrees of freedom for the design

of am and bm. Therefore, a fourth constraint has been

introduced by Henkel et al. (2009) to maximize the

ambiguity discrimination, i.e.,

max
a1; : : : ; aM
b1; : : : ; bM

D ¼ lða1; : : : ; aM; b1; : : : ; bMÞ
2snða1; : : : ; aM; b1; : : : ; bMÞ

;

(116.12)

with

sn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXM
m¼1

a2ms
2
fm

þ
XM
m¼1

b2ms2rm

vuut : (116.13)

The optimization of (116.12) consists of a numeri-

cal search over jm and an analytical computation of am
and bm which is presented here. The code weight b2 is
obtained from (116.4):

b2 ¼ 1�
XM
m¼1

am � b1 �
XM
m¼3

bm; (116.14)

and the code weight b1 is computed from the iono-

sphere-free constraint, i.e.,

b1 ¼
XM
m¼1

amq21m �
XM
m¼2

bmq
2
1m

¼
XM
m¼1

amq21m � 1�
XM
m¼1

am � b1 �
XM
m¼3

bm

 !
q212

�
XM
m¼3

bmq
2
1m: ð116:15Þ

Replacing am by (116.9), using (116.10), and solv-

ing for b1 yields

b1 ¼ s1 þ s2wf þ
XM
m¼3

smbm; (116.16)

with

s1 ¼ � q212
1� q212

(116.17)

s2 ¼
~l

1� q212
�
XM
m¼1

jm
lm

� ðq212 þ q21mÞ (116.18)

sm ¼ q212 � q21m
1� q212

8m 2 f3; . . . ;Mg: (116.19)

Equation (116.16) is used to rewrite (116.14) as

b2 ¼ 1� s1 � ð1þ s2Þwf �
XM
m¼3

ð1þ smÞbm;

(116.20)

which allows us to express D as a function of wf and

bm, m � 3:

D ¼
~l
2
wf: ~�2 w2

f þ s1 þ s2wf þ
XM
m¼3

smbm

 !2

s2r1

0
@

þ 1� s1 � ð1þ s2Þwf �
XM
m¼3

ð1þ smÞbm
 !2

s2r2

þ
XM
m¼3

b2ms
2
rm

!�1=2

ð116:21Þ

with ~�2 ¼ ~l
2 �PM

m¼1
j2m
l2m
s2fm

. The maximum discrimi-

nation is obtained by
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@D

@wf
¼ 0; (116.22)

and

@D

@bm
¼ 0 8m 2 f3; . . . ;Mg: (116.23)

Equation (116.23) is equivalent to

sms2r1 s1þs2wfþ
XM
l¼3

slbl

 !
�ð1þsmÞ

�s2r2 1�s1�ð1þs2Þwf�
XM
l¼3

ð1þslÞbl
 !

þbms
2
rm
¼0; (116.24)

which can be written also in matrix-vector notation as

A � ½b3; . . . ; bM�T þ b � wf þ c ¼ 0; (116.25)

with

Am;l ¼ slsms2r1 þ ð1þ slÞð1þ smÞs2r2
þ s2rmdðm� lÞ

bm ¼ s2sms2r1 þ ð1þ smÞð1þ s2Þs2r2
cm ¼ s1sms2r1 � ð1þ smÞð1� s1Þs2r2 ; (116.26)

and d (m – l) being 1 for m ¼ l and 0 otherwise.

Solving (116.25) for bm yields

½b3; . . . ; bM�T ¼ �A�1ðcþ b � wfÞ: (116.27)

Constraint (116.22) is written in full terms as

s1 þ s2wf þ
XM
m¼3

smbm

 !
� s1 þ

XM
m¼3

smbms
2
r1

 !

þ 1� s1 � ð1þ s2Þwf �
XM
m¼3

ð1þ smÞbm
 !

� 1� s1 �
XM
m¼3

ð1þ smÞbm
 !

s2r2 þ
XM
m¼3

b2ms
2
rm

¼ 0:

(116.28)

Replacing [b3, . . . , bM]
T by (116.27) yields

s1 þ s2wf � tTA�1ðcþ bwfÞ
� �
� s1 � tTA�1ðcþ bwfÞ
� � � s2r1
þ 1� s1 � ð1þ s2Þwf þ uTA�1ðcþ bwfÞ
� �

� 1� s1 þ uTA�1ðcþ bwfÞ
� � � s2r2
þ ðcþ bwfÞTA�TSA�1ðcþ bwfÞ ¼ 0;

(116.29)

with t ¼ [s3, . . . , sM]
T, u ¼ s + 1, and the diagonal

matrix S that is given by

S ¼
s2r3 0 0

0 . .
.

0
0 0 s2rM

2
664

3
775: (116.30)

(116.29) can be simplified as the quadratic terms

with w2
f cancel, i.e.,

r1 þ r2 � wf ¼ 0; (116.31)

with

r1 ¼ s1 � tTA�1c
� �2

s2r1

þ 1� s1 þ uTA�1c
� �2

s2r2
þ cTA�TSA�1c; (116.32)

and

r2 ¼ s1 � tTA�1c
� � �tTA�1b

� ��
þ s2 � tTA�1b
� �

s1 � tTA�1c
� �� � s2r 1

þ 1� s1 þ uTA�1c
� �

uTA�1b
�

� 1þ s2 � uTA�1b
� �

� 1� s1 þ uTA�1c
� �� � s2r2

þ cTA�TSA�1bþ bTA�TSA�1c
� �

: (116.33)

The optimum phase weighting wfopt
¼ �r1=r2 is

used in (116.27), (116.20) and (116.16) to obtain the

code weights. (116.10) provides the optimum wave-

length for the computation of the phase weights with

(116.9).

The optimization of the multi-frequency linear com-

binations depends on the assumed phase and code noise

variances. The latter ones are obtained from the Cramer

Rao bound that is given by Kay (1993) as
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Gm ¼ cffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Es

N0
�
R

ð2pf Þ2jSmðf Þj2dfR
jSmðf Þj2df

s ; (116.34)

with the speed of light c, the signal to noise power

ratio Es

N0
, and the power spectral density Sm( f ) that

has been derived by Betz (2001) for binary offset

carrier (BOC) modulated signals. Table 116.1 shows

the Cramer Rao lower bounds (CRB) of the Galileo

signals of maximum bandwidth.

Table 116.2 shows the weighting coefficients and

properties of multi-frequency linear combinations

of maximum ambiguity discrimination. The dual fre-

quency E1-E5a combination is characterized by a

noise level of 31.4 cm and a wavelength of 4.309 m

which allows reliable ambiguity resolution within a

few epochs. As only the E1 and E5a frequencies lie in

aeronautical bands, this linear combination might be

useful for aviation. Linear combinations that comprise

the wideband E5 and E6 code measurements benefit

from a substantially lower noise level which turns into

a larger ambiguity discrimination. It increases to 25.1

for the E1-E5 combination, to 39.2 for the E1-E5-E6

combination, and to 41.0 for the E1-E5a-E5b-E5-E6

combination. The large wavelength of these combina-

tions makes them robust to the non-dispersive orbital

errors and satellite clock offsets. The linear combina-

tion of measurements on 5 frequencies has the addi-

tional advantageous property of |bm| < 1 and |jm| � 2

for all m.

116.3 Sequential Fixing with Partial
Integer Decorrelation

The reliability of ambiguity resolution is increased

by using two linear combinations: a code carrier com-

bination of maximum discrimination and a code-

only combination rku ¼
PM

m¼1
~bm rku;m. The weighting

coefficients of the latter one are chosen to preserve

geometry, eliminate the ionospheric delay, and tomini-

mize the noise amplification. Both linear combinations

are written in matrix vector notation for U ¼ 1:

C ¼ lf1
1; . . . ; lf

K
1 ; r

1
1; . . . ; r

K
1

� �T
¼ Hj þ AN þ nþ b;

(116.35)

Table 116.1 CRB for Es/N0 ¼ 45 dB–Hz

Signal BW [MHz] G [cm]

E1 MBOC 20 11.14

E5 AltBOC(15,10) 51 1.95

E5a BPSK(10) 20 7.83

E5b BPSK(10) 20 7.83

E6 BOC(10,5) 40 2.41

Table 116.2 Geometry-preserving, ionosphere-free, integer-preserving mixed code carrier widelane combinations of maximum

discrimination for sf ¼ 1 mm and srm ¼ Gm

E1 E5a E5b E5 E6 l sn D

jm 1 –1

am 17.2629 –13.0593 3.285 m 6.5 cm 25.1

bm –0.0552 –3.1484

jm 1 –1

am 22.6467 –16.9115 4.309 m 31.4 cm 6.9

bm –1.0227 –3.7125

jm 1 4 –5

am 18.5565 55.4284 –71.0930 3.531 m 133.3 cm 13.3

bm –0.2342 –0.8502 –0.8075

jm 1 1 –2

am 21.1223 15.9789 –34.2894 4.019 m 5.1 cm 39.2

bm –0.0200 –1.1422 –0.6495

jm 1 1 0 –2

am 23.4845 17.5371 0.0000 –38.1242 4.469m 6.3cm 35.3

bm –0.0468 –0.1700 –0.1615 –1.5191

jm 1 1 0 0 –2

am 20.6978 15.4562 0.0000 0.0000 –33.6004 3.938m 4.8cm 41.0

bm –0.0159 –0.0578 –0.0549 –0.9084 –0.5166
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with the geometry matrix H, the unknown real-valued

parameters j 2 R, the wavelength matrix A, the

unknown integer ambiguities N 2 Z, additive white

Gaussian noise n � Nð0;SÞ and biases b. An integer

least-squares estimator minimizes the weighted sum of

squared errors, i.e.,

min
x;N

k C�Hj � AN k2S�1 s:t: N 2 Z: (116.36)

The least-squares float solution of ambiguities is

obtained by an orthogonal projection and by dis-

regarding the integer nature of ambiguities, i.e.,

N̂ ¼ A
�T

S�1A
�� ��1

A
�T

S�1C; (116.37)

with

A
� ¼ P?

HA; (116.38)

and the orthogonal projection

P?
H ¼ I � PH¼ I �HðHTS�1HÞ�1HTS�1:

(116.39)

The Least squares Ambiguity Decorrelation Adjust-

ment (LAMBDA) method of Teunissen (1993) is in an

integer least-squares estimator which uses an ambigu-

ity transformation Z to decorrelate the search space

space, and a search S for ambiguity fixing. The fixed

ambiguity estimates are given by

N
^ ¼ Z�1SðZN0Þ; (116.40)

where Z and S are described in details in Teunissen

(1995) and Jonge and Tiberius (1996). An alternative

integer estimation method is bootstrapping (Blewitt

1989) which fixes the float ambiguity estimates sequen-

tially, i.e., the k-th conditional estimate is given by

N̂kj1; ... ;k�1 ¼ N̂k �
Xk�1

j¼1

sN̂k N̂jj1; ... ;j�1
s�2
N̂jj1; ... ;j�1

� ðN̂jj1; ... ;j�1 �½N̂jj1; ... ;j�1�Þ; (116.41)

where [.] denotes the rounding operator and s2
N̂jj1;...;j�1

is

the variance of the conditional ambiguity estimate.

It is given by

s2
N̂kj1;...;k�1

¼ s2
N̂k

�
Xk�1

j¼1

s2
N̂k N̂jj1; ... ;j�1

s�2
N̂jj1; ... ;j�1

; (116.42)

which depends on the order of fixings. This sequential

fixing minimizes the variances of the conditional

ambiguity estimates. These N̂kj1; ... ;k�1 are uncorre-

lated, i.e.,

sN̂kj1; ... ;k�1;N̂lj1; ... ;l�1
¼ 0 8k 6¼ l: (116.43)

Consequently, the success rate of ambiguity reso-

lution can be computed analytically

Ps ¼
YK
k¼1

Z þ0:5

�0:5

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ps2

N̂kj1;...;k�1

q �

exp �
ðN̂kj1; ... ;k�1 �bN̂kj1; ... ;k�1

Þ2

2s2
N̂kj1;...;k�1

0
@

1
Ad N̂kj1; ... ;k�1;

(116.44)

where bN̂kj1; ... ;k�1
denote the biases in the conditional

ambiguity estimates (Teunissen 2001). The success

rate of bootstrapping can be substantially improved

by an integer ambiguity transformation Z. This

integer decorrelation transformation reduces the (co-)

variances but also increases residual biases due to

orbital errors, clock offsets and multipath. Therefore,

a partial integer decorrelation with a reduced number

L of decorrelation steps has been suggested by Henkel

and G€unther (2009), i.e.,

Z ¼ Zð1Þ � Zð2Þ � . . . � ZðLÞ; (116.45)

where each Z(n) includes an integer decorrelation Z
ðnÞ
1

and a permutation Z
ðnÞ
2 of two ambiguities, i.e.,

ZðnÞ ¼ Z
ðnÞ
1 � ZðnÞ

2 : (116.46)

116.4 Simulation Results

This section shows the benefit of multi-frequency

mixed code carrier widelane combinations for Galileo.

Simulated measurements are generated for the Galileo

Walker constellation with 27 satellites. The section is
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subdivided into two parts: First, double difference

measurements are considered for Wide Area RTK

(Hernandez-Pajares et al. 2000). The second subsec-

tion addresses Precise Point Positioning (Zumberge

et al. 1997) with satellite–satellite single difference

measurements.

116.4.1 Wide Area RTK

Double difference measurements are used to estimate

the baseline (once per epoch), the integer ambiguities

(with bootstrapping and integer decorrelation), the

tropospheric wet zenith delay (of first epoch), the

temporal gradient of the tropospheric wet zenith

delay, the ionospheric delays for all satellites (of first

epoch) and the temporal gradient of ionospheric

delays for all satellites. The latter two parameters are

not estimated in the case of IF combinations. The

measurement noise is assumed to a follow a Gaussian

distribution with the variances given by the Cramer

Rao bounds of Table 116.1.

Figure 116.1 shows the benefit of the geometry-

preserving, ionosphere-free E1-E5 code carrier

combination of maximum ambiguity discrimination

(Table 116.2) for ambiguity resolution. A geometry-

preserving, ionosphere-free E1-E5 code-only combi-

nation is additionally used to exploit the redundancy of

dual frequency measurements. The large wavelength

of l ¼ 3.285 m reduces the probability of wrong

fixing by more than 10 orders of magnitude compared

to uncombined measurements with wavelengths of

l1 ¼ 19.0 cm and l2 ¼ 25.2 cm. Measurements

from only three epochs (separated by 1 s) were con-

sidered. The temporal variations in the probability

of wrong fixing are caused by a change in the satellite

geometry over 1 day as seen from our institute at

48.1507�N, 11.5690�E.
Figure 116.2 shows a comparison of different

ambiguity resolution methods for both unbiased and

biased measurements. The skyplot indicates the cho-

sen satellite geometry with six visible satellites.

An ionosphere-free smoothing with smoothing

time constant t was applied to both the E1-E5 linear

combination of maximum ambiguity discrimination

and the E1-E5 code-only combination. The float ambi-

guity solution is then determined by least-squares esti-

mation from the smoothed measurements of a single

epoch. Obviously, a larger smoothing period results

in a lower probability of wrong fixing. For unbiased

measurements, the integer least-squares (ILS) esti-

mation achieves the lowest error rate, followed by

bootstrapping and rounding.

The SD bias amplitudes are modeled by an eleva-

tion dependent, exponential profile (horizon: 10 cm for

code, 0.1 cycles for phase measurements; zenith: ten

times lower values than in horizon) and the bias signs

are chosen to obtain a worst-case bias accumulation

over satellites and frequencies in the conditional

ambiguities (Henkel and G€unther 2009). Note that

the bias amplitude is based on the satellite of lower

elevation in the satellite–satellite SD pair, and that the
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satellite of highest elevation is chosen as reference

satellite. Additionally, the Cramer Rao bounds are

scaled by 3 to include multipath.

The optimality of the integer estimators is vice

versa in the presence of worst-case biases, i.e., the

integer ambiguity transformation results in an amplifi-

cation of the biases which more than compensates for

the gain obtained from the variance reduction. Note

that the probabilities of wrong fixing for rounding and

ILS were obtained from Monte Carlo simulations.

116.4.2 Precise Point Positioning

The optimized linear combinations of Table 116.2

are also beneficial for Precise Point Positioning

(Zumberge et al. 1997) with satellite–satellite single

difference measurements. The previously used E1–E5

code carrier and code-only combinations are smoothed

over 10 s, and then used to estimate the receiver

position (once per epoch), ambiguities and tropo-

spheric zenith delay (once per epoch).

Figure 116.3 shows that an efficient integer search

(LAMBDA) can be achieved either by the optimized

code carrier combination with complete integer decor-

relation, or by additionally using the code-only com-

bination without integer decorrelation. Note that

the first four ambiguities can always be fixed with-

out frequent halted searches due to the four

degrees of freedom for position and tropospheric wet

zenith delay. However, the extremely low conditional

variances of the 5th and further ambiguities result in

frequent halted searches. The use of an integer decor-

relation or of an additional linear combination flattens

the ambiguity spectrum and, thereby, improves the

search efficiency dramatically.

Figure 116.4 shows that a partial integer decor-

relation with a reduced number of L decorrelation

steps enables a substantial improvement in ambiguity

fixing for worst-case SD phase biases of only 0.05

cycles (on both E1 and E5) in the horizon. The fol-

lowing assumptions were made for the remaining

parameters of the elevation dependent, exponential SD

bias profiles: zenith: 0.01 cycles for phase and 0.01 m

for code biases; horizon: 0.05 m for code biases. A 30 s

ionosphere-free smoothing was used to reduce the noise

level and, thereby increase the margin for biases.
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